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For Elise and Frodo

Nothing in the world can take the place of persistence.
Talent will not; nothing is more common than unsuccessful men with talent.
Genius will not; unrewarded genius is almost a proverb.
Education will not; the world is full of educated derelicts.
Persistence and determination alone are omnipotent.
The slogan “Press On” has solved and always will solve the problems of the
human race.
- Calvin Coolidge, President of the United States 1923–1929

Chapter 1: Introduction
Increasing demand for greater efficiency and lower CO2 emissions in the US energy
supply motivates the development of next-generation combustion technologies that use
alternative fuels [1]. Computational modeling is one important tool that increasingly
drives design and development of these new technologies. Shortening the design cycle
and time-to-market of novel and efficient energy devices optimized for alternative fuels
requires fundamental advances in combustion science and fuel chemistry; both depend on
high-fidelity computational tools. Multiple federal agencies have recognized the need to
develop new, high-performance computational methods supporting combustion research
as a key objective towards implementing predictive models [2–5].
Combustion simulations typically involve a combination of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and computational chemical kinetics. The CFD portion of the simulation
involves several phenomena that describe fluid transport across cell boundaries. The chemical kinetics portion determines the changes in concentration of each chemical species
and enthalpy due to the chemical source terms [6]. Together, the equations that make
up the simulation are difficult to solve numerically. To reduce the computational cost,
a technique called operator splitting is frequently used [7]. In the operator-splitting
technique, the changes due to chemical kinetics are first considered at every time step,
and the changes due to transport are added afterwards. The decoupling of terms is
justified when the time step size is small; in addition, the characteristic times of the
chemical conversion are generally orders of magnitude faster than the times associated
with diffusion and convection [8]. This results in a system of coupled ordinary differential
equations (ODEs) for the chemical source terms [6].
A substantial amount of the computational time needed to run a chemical kinetic
simulation is spent on solving the chemical ODEs. For example, with a simple kinetic
model involving nine species and 29 reactions, 85–90% of the computational time can be
spent on integration of the chemical ODEs [6]. Species time scales can range from the
order of nanoseconds to seconds, requiring greater computational expense for integration
by conventional methods (i.e., numerical stiffness) [9]. Most combustion modeling ap-
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proaches rely on a single, implicit ODE integration method to handle the chemistry in all
spatial locations, but these methods are computationally expensive, especially for larger
mechanisms. The computational cost of chemistry is either a quadratic or cubic function
of the number of species [9]; large reaction mechanisms pose computational difficulties
even in zero-dimensional (homogeneous) simulations.
In contrast to implicit methods, the computational cost of explicit methods scales
linearly with the number of species [9]. Explicit methods do not need to solve a system of
equations at each time step and therefore may require less computational work than an
implicit method for a non-stiff system of ODEs. However, explicit methods have stability
requirements that may cause the integrator to fail if the time step is too large [10].
Adaptive time-stepping mechanisms are commonly used to vary the step size to control
error, but stiffness can limit the size of the time step in a chemical-kinetic integration to
the point where numerical roundoff error will prevent the integration from advancing [9].
Butcher provides an excellent analogy regarding the use of implicit (i.e., stiff) and
explicit (i.e., non-stiff) methods of integration when encountering a system of ODEs that
may be stiff. If someone wishes to progress from one location to another as quickly as
possible, they may choose to ride a bicycle if they are on a flat road, but they may decide
to dismount and walk if they approach hilly ground [11]. Riding walking on hilly ground
is like using an implicit solver on a stiff problem, while riding a bicycle on flat ground is
like using an explicit solver on a non-stiff problem.
Depending on the local conditions, computational flow time-step size, and chemical
kinetic model being used, a wide range of stiffness may exist within a single reactive
flow simulation. I aim to exploit this situation to reduce the overall simulation expense
by selecting the most computationally efficient ODE solver on-the-fly based on local
conditions. For example, a low-cost explicit method may be used far away from the
reaction zone, while an implicit—or otherwise “stiff”—solver is more economical inside a
flame or during ignition. Making this selection requires a method to detect and classify
stiffness.
Although the concept of stiffness has been identified for over 60 years, the term has not
been precisely defined despite repeated efforts. The diverse set of problems considered
to be “stiff” and the large variety of characterizations used to describe stiffness are
among the difficulties that have been encountered in developing a precise definition [12].
Nonetheless, a variety of stiffness quantification methods have been developed with the
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goal of providing a practical means of evaluating a system of ODEs [12–16]. These
metrics have been introduced in separate works and are not often directly compared to
each other, nor are they often presented in the context of chemical kinetics.
In this thesis I will evaluate stiffness quantification metrics as applied to chemical
kinetic model integration. I will compare the values of several stiffness detection metrics
with each other in simple mathematical problems as well as in homogeneous (i.e., zerodimensional time-varying) autoignition cases. I will also investigate correlations between
stiffness metrics and the computational cost of integrating a system of ODEs at each
time step.

1.1 Motivations
Stiffness quantification metrics are often applied as a proof-of-concept to simple equations
with parameters that may be easily adjusted to change the stiffness of the system, with
the implication being that the metrics may be applied to general systems of ODEs. While
these problems may be useful for demonstration purposes, they are generally much easier
to solve and much less stiff than the large systems of ODEs encountered in the chemical
source terms of reactive-flow simulations. Given the wealth of research into the field
of reduction methods in chemical kinetic simulations [9, 17–21], it is surprising that a
review of literature regarding stiffness quantification yields few, if any, attempts to apply
stiffness quantification metrics to large chemical kinetic problems. Furthermore, although
stiffness arguably induces great computational expenses when integrating systems of
ODEs, the relationship between stiffness and computational expense is not often explored
quantitatively. This represents an area for improvement in our knowledge of the subject
of stiffness, particularly in the context of chemical kinetics.
Improving our knowledge of stiffness quantification techniques may have practical
benefits. This quantification is motivated by the desire to reduce the computational cost
of the simulations using more-efficient integration techniques based on the stiffness at
each point. If such a method can be developed, this research may have implications for
other types of simulations as well as any other applications that integrate systems of
ODEs. In summary, to my knowledge:
• Several stiffness quantification techniques have been presented in separate works,
however few compilations have been presented to compare these metrics.
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• Stiffness presents a formidable concern when simulating chemical kinetics, but the
degree of stiffness has rarely been quantified.
• The computational cost of advancing time steps in chemical kinetic simulations
has not been compared against quantified values of stiffness despite the notion that
stiffness causes these simulations to run slowly.
• A potential to accelerate simulations exists if a correlation can be made between
stiffness metric values and computational cost of a given numerical method.

1.2 Research Objectives
The overall goal of my current research is to evaluate metrics for quantifying the stiffness
of systems of ODEs, and to apply those metrics to autoignition simulations. I seek to
compare these metrics to the computational cost of solving the set of ODEs that make
up the chemical kinetic terms. The objectives of this thesis are to
• Evaluate existing stiffness metrics from literature and apply the metrics to a simple
test problems and homogeneous autoignition simulations.
• Using several numerical methods ranging from fully explicit to fully implicit, compare the time needed to integrate each time step of both the test problems and the
homogeneous autoignition simulations to the stiffness metric values.
• Apply the metrics to a large set of initial conditions taken from a chemical kinetics
simulation to determine if the metrics may be correlated to the time needed to
advance the simulation using a given numerical method.

1.3 Outline of Thesis
Chapter 2 reviews the literature pertaining to the governing equations, operator-splitting
technique, and stiffness in ODEs. Chapter 3 will discuss each of the stiffness metrics
investigated, the problems that will be used to explore the relationship between stiffness
and computational expense, and the numerical methods that will be employed to integrate
each problem while measuring computational cost. Chapter 4 will present the results of
all measurements of stiffness metric values and computational expense for each problem.
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Chapter 5 will discuss regarding pertinent observations from the results, and will assess
the stiffness metrics in predicting the cost of chemical kinetics integrations. Lastly,
Chapter 6 will summarize the contents of this thesis and present ideas for future work.

6

Chapter 2: Review of Literature
In this chapter I will review the literature pertaining to stiffness quantification and briefly
describe the context in which these techniques will be used.

2.1 Governing Equations
In simulations of fluid flows involving chemical kinetics, we are often interested in solving
the variable-density, low Mach-number Navier–Stokes equations [22, 23]. We start, for
example, with a coupled system of equations for conservation of mass, momentum, energy,
and species mass fraction:
∂ρ
+ ∇· ρu = 0 ,
∂t
∂ρu
+ ∇· (ρ uu) = −∇p + ∇· τ ,
∂t
∂ρT
1 X
ρα
+ ∇· (ρuT ) = ∇· (ρα∇T ) + ρω̇T −
cp,i ji · ∇T +
∇cp · ∇T ,
∂t
cp i
cp
∂ρYi
+ ∇· (ρuYi ) = −∇· ji + ω̇i ,
∂t

(2.1)
(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)

where t is time, ρ is the fluid density, u is the velocity vector, p is the hydrodynamic
pressure, τ is the viscous stress tensor, T is the temperature, α is the mixture thermal
diffusivity, cp,i is the constant-pressure specific heat of species i, cp constant-pressure
specific heat of the mixture, ji is the diffusion flux of species i, Yi is the mass fraction of
species i, and ω̇i is the production rate of species i [23].
The reactions in chemical kinetics simulations occur over time scales much smaller
than those associated with fluid dynamics, therefore an operator-splitting technique is
frequently employed to decouple the chemistry from the transport phenomena to reduce
cost. In this operator splitting method, Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) are decoupled using two
independent operators that represent the chemistry and fluid dynamics components. The
chemistry is solved first under adiabatic, fixed-volume conditions. This results in a
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system of coupled nonlinear ODEs to solve [6], the form of which will be described in
Chapter 3.2.1. After these equations have been solved, the state of the simulation is
advanced using only the contributions due to chemistry. To advance the fluid dynamics
component, the system of equations represented by Eqs. (2.1) through (2.4) is then
integrated over the same interval, setting ω̇i = 0 [24].
Solving the system of ODEs that make up the terms representing chemistry in a
combustion simulation is typically the most time-consuming portion of the simulation,
accounting for 90% or more of the total simulation time in some cases [6, 25]. One reason
for the large computational cost of the chemistry terms is the high numerical stiffness
associated with such systems of ODEs and the resulting use of implicit methods needed
to handle it. Implicit solvers make use of operations involing the Jacobian matrix of the
system of ODEs. Numerical evaluation of a Jacobian matrix scales quadratically with
the number of species of the mechanism, while factorization of the Jacobian matrix scales
cubically with the number of species. In contrast, the computation cost using explicit
methods scales linearly with the number of species, however a large number of integration
time steps are needed due to stiffness. In some cases, the stiffness may limit the size of
the time step to such a degree that numerical roundoff error prevents the integration from
progressing [9]. However, new mechanisms continue to be developed using an increasing
number of species [26] and thus explicit methods continue to be of interest in accelerating
chemical kinetic simulations.

2.2 Numerical Stiffness
Although numerical stiffness is commonly encountered in numerous fields of study including chemical kinetics and control systems, a precise formal definition of the concept
has not been widely adopted [14]. Curtiss and Hirschfelder first described the concept of
numerical stiffness in a 1952 paper [27]. In this work, they presented the concept using
an example first-order differential equation:
dy
y − G(x)
=
.
dx
a(x, y)

(2.5)
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They stated that, if ∆x is the desired resolution of x, the equation is stiff if
a(x, y)
1
∆x

(2.6)

and G varies with x considerably more slowly than does exp(x/a(x, G(x))) [27]. One
important observation regarding this characterization is that it relates the time scale
∆x to the decay rate of transients, which are governed by a(x, y) [12]. Curtiss and
Hirschfelder also noted that stiff problems arise in chemical kinetics, and that explicit
methods handle the example stiff problem poorly while an implicit method successfully
obtains a solution [27]. However, the example they posed only provided a demonstration
of the concept of stiffness and does not apply to stiff ODEs in general, nor does it make
any attempt at quantifying the stiffness.
Some of the definitions of stiffness circa 1970 involved the use of Lipschitz constants [28], which describe how much a function f (u, t) changes if u is perturbed at some
fixed time t [10]. By these definitions, the product of the time step and the Lipschitz
constant to be small was required for the integration to remain stable, and therefore
problems with large Lipschitz constants were considered to be stiff [28]. One of the
primary shortcomings of the Lipschitz constants is the inability to distinguish between
forward and reverse time. In some cases, changing the direction of the integration changes
the stability characteristics of the problem completely, however the Lipschitz constant
remains the same [12].
Brugnano et al. [14] argued that stiffness fundamentally represents a struggle to pass
information between short time scales and long time scales, and thus the concept is
present in fields other than applied mathematics, such as historiography, social sciences,
economics, and finance. In the literature on the mathematical concept of stiffness around
1960, the definition centered around systems having fast components as well as slow
components. Much of this literature was centered around initial value problems, and thus
these definitions were considered to be sufficient for practical purposes. To encompass
several of the ideas regarding the concept of stiffness into a unified definition, Brugnano
et al. proposed a new definition of stiffness that quantified the stiffness of the system.
Essentially, this definition was similar to the ratio of the range of integration T to the
shortest time intrinsic time scale. While this definition encompassed boundary value
problems as well as initial value problems, the value of stiffness is constant and therefore
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does not account for variation of stiffness as the solution progresses [12].
The concept of stability analysis frequently arises in discussions of stiff systems of
differential equations. Stability analysis of a nonlinear system of ODEs—such as those
involved in combustion simulations—involves using eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix.
In this classical analysis, the product of each eigenvalue and the time step is compared
against a stability region in the complex plane that is characteristic of the numerical
method chosen to carry out the integration. The method is stable if the product falls
within the stability region, but if the product does not lie within the stability region
then the integration may rapidly destabilize and produce erroneous results. If this
destabilization occurs, a smaller time step must be used until the method becomes stable.
The stability region is formed using a stability polynomial derived using techniques that
vary based on the selection of the method [10].
One commonly used characterization of stiffness is the stiffness ratio, which will be
discussed further in Section 3.1.1. The stiffness ratio is the ratio of the maximum absolute
value of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix over the minimum absolute value of the
eigenvalues. A large stiffness ratio corresponds to a large range of time scales and thus, in
principle, a stiff system of ODEs. While this definition may often be sufficient and does
allow for the stiffness to be quantified, there are well-known drawbacks. First, a system
of ODEs with a large stiffness ratio is not necessarily stiff. If an eigenvalue that is large
in amplitude lies close to the imaginary axis, the solution has highly oscillatory behavior
and a small time step will likely be needed to meet the desired accuracy requirements.
In these cases, the step size may not be limited by stability requirements because the
accuracy requirements are more stringent. Second, stiffness can be observed even in
scalar problems, but the stiffness ratio of a scalar problem will always be one [10]. It is
also possible for a system of ODEs to have a singular Jacobian matrix with an eigenvalue
of zero, where the stiffness ratio is undefined. Finally, the stiffness ratio is not related to
any timescale [12].
A different approach to the definition of stiffness involves comparing the time-step
sizes required for a given solver to achieve the desired accuracy and to remain stable. This
view has been expressed, for example, by Shampine [13, 29–31]. As Shampine states [31]:
It is characteristic of a class of IVPs called “stiff” that the stability requirement
is much more restrictive than the accuracy requirement.
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The advantage of this approach is that it characterizes stiffness in terms of the problem
that we are investigating and the solution that we are looking to obtain. Fundamentally,
we care most about whether or not a system of equations is stiff when we are selecting
a numerical method to solve a problem. We want to solve the problem as efficiently as
possible, so we use a stiff solver if the problem is stiff and a non-stiff solver if the problem is
not stiff, as this will require the least amount of computational work. This approach also
takes accuracy requirements into account, meaning that a problem may become less stiff
if a smaller integration tolerance is used. Solvers with adaptive time stepping compare
this integration tolerance against an estimation of error after solving the system of ODEs
at each time step to determine if the solution is acceptable or if a more accurate solution
must be obtained by using a smaller step size [32]. Considering accuracy requirements
has a practical benefit: if we are looking to obtain a solution with extremely fine accuracy
and resolution, stability requirements may not limit an explicit method because the step
size required to obtain the specified accuracy will be sufficiently small, even if the problem
would be considered “stiff” under normal circumstances. This is consistent with even
the earliest characterization of stiffness by Curtiss and Hirschfelder, which considered a
relationship between a time scale and decay rate [27]. While this approach is often a more
practical means of looking at stiffness, it does limit us to consider stiffness relative to a
choice of method. It also may require a more complicated analysis to be performed due
to the need to evaluate properties of the numerical methods of reference in addition to
the properties of the system of equations. Nonetheless, this approach presents important
considerations that will impact our characterization of stiffness.
A number of integrators and algorithms have been developed with the capability
to automatically switch integration methods based on the stiffness of the problem at
a given time step [11, 33–35]. In many cases, these methods are capable of solving
problems more efficiently than solvers that use only a single class of methods, and the
overhead of implementing these strategies is modest. These methods typically work
by estimating the work that would be required for either a stiff method or a non-stiff
method to advance one time step. The stiff method is assumed to be limited by only
accuracy in these cases, while the non-stiff method may be limited either by accuracy or
stability [33]. Although similar, these techniques differ slightly in their implementation
from the switching algorithm that is the ultimate goal of this work. Instead of making
decisions regarding the choice of numerical method to integrate at each time step, the
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stiffness metrics evaluated in this work would make estimate computational cost at global
time steps in a simulation. Furthermore, different algorithms may need to be selected
depending on the computing hardware available.
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Chapter 3: Experimental Methods
This chapter discusses the methods used in this study to compare stiffness quantification
metrics against computational expense. Separate codes were used to obtain the stiffness
metrics and timing data for each case study. This was done because, in the context of
the large amount of data generated, it was simpler to use a single set of data to calculate
the stiffness metrics rather than generate all of the stiffness metrics with each integrator.
All stiffness metrics were calculated in Python based on solutions obtained with the vode
routine in the ode class of the scipy package [36] (based on the CVODE method [37]
of the SUNDIALS package [38]). This integrator was given absolute (ATOL) and relative
(RTOL) error tolerances of 10−18 and 10−14 , respectively, to ensure high accuracy in the
calculation of the stiffness metrics at each data point, which only had to be done once.
As will be discussed later, timing data was obtained using a software package written in
C [39].
All code and data used in this thesis can be found at 10.5281/zenodo.1294100.

3.1 Stiffness Metrics
The five stiffness quantification methods discussed within this paper are the stiffness ratio,
the stiffness index [13], the stiffness indicator [12], the chemical explosive mode [40], and
computational singular perturbation (CSP) stiffness [41–44], as defined by Lee et al. [45].

3.1.1 Stiffness Ratio
One commonly referenced measure of the stiffness of a system of ODEs is the “stiffness
ratio.” The stiffness ratio of the system of ODEs is defined as
stiffness ratio =

max |λ|
,
min |λ|

(3.1)

where λ is a vector containing the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix of the system of
ODEs [10]. A large stiffness ratio indicates a wide range of time scales in the problem,
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which is a necessary—but not sufficient—requirement for stiffness to arise in a system of
ODEs. This method is readily implemented and carries little computational cost beyond
determining the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix. As noted in Section 2.2, there are
notable drawbacks to this method. In particular, the stiffness ratio is undefined for a
matrix with eigenvalues that are equal to zero. To obtain useful data in these situations,
I simply discarded any eigenvalues of zero when calculating the stiffness ratio.

3.1.2 Stiffness Index
One method of interest regarding stiffness quantification was the “Implicit A-stable
(IA)–stiffness index” proposed by Shampine [30]. This method enables comparison of
stiffness index values between different equations and different methods. Additionally,
the method accounts for the impact of the order of the integration method selected when
evaluating the stiffness. The method is relatively straightforward to implement, requiring
computation of a vector of the derivatives of the system of equations, as well as either a
weighted norm or the spectral radius of the Jacobian matrix.
The IA–stiffness index of a method of order p introduced by Shampine [30] is
hacc . 1/(p+1)
=τ
ρ(A) y (p+1) (xn )
hiter

−1/(p+1)

|ξ|−1/(p+1)
|γ|

!

hacc . 1/(p+1)
=τ
kAk y (p+1) (xn )
hiter

−1/(p+1)

|ξ|−1/(p+1)
|γ|

!

,

(3.2)

,

(3.3)

or alternatively

where hacc represents the largest step size which would result in a local accuracy test
being passed, hiter represents the minimum step size that will lead to divergence of simple
iteration, τ represents the specified tolerance, ρ(A) represents the spectral radius of the
Jacobian matrix A, γ is a constant characteristic of the formula, and ξ represents a
constant characterizing the accuracy of a reference method. These equations require the
p + 1 derivative of the function y(xn ). Additionally, the matrix norm kM k of matrix M
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with i columns and j rows is given by
kM k = max
i

1 X
|Mij |wj ,
wi j

(3.4)

where wi and wj are positive weights of the matrix [13].
Although the IA–stiffness index is useful in determining the stiffness of a method
for a given system of equations, I am interested in quantifying the stiffness inherent
to the system of equations itself. Such a quantification is necessary for investigating
method-switching mechanisms. Shampine notes that the scalar quantity
stiffness index = ρ(A) y (p+1) (xn )

−1/(p+1)

(3.5)

provides a fair “stiffness index” for a given problem [13]. For the remainder of this
document, all references to the stiffness index will refer to the value obtained using
Eq. (3.5). A large value of the stiffness index at a given point indicates that the system
of ODEs is locally stiff.
I determined the second derivative of the solution vector numerically using a fourthorder central differencing formula. Numerical approximations of higher-level derivatives
may also be generated using the same approach. Use of the central differencing formula
was possible because the stiffness index was calculated after solving each problem, and
each problem was modeled using user-defined time steps of a constant size. I used forward
and backward difference formulae at the boundaries where central differencing could not
be used. Variable time-step methods for calculating the second derivative or higher-level
derivatives may also be used, but these methods were not necessary to meet research
objectives at this time. In addition to this vector of derivatives, computation of the
stiffness index requires either the weighted norm or the spectral radius of the Jacobian
matrix for the thermochemical composition vector.
To facilitate comparing the stiffness index to each integration method, the order of
the method was assumed to be one for all computations performed in this work.
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3.1.3 Stiffness Indicator
Söderlind et al. [12] proposed the “stiffness indicator” of a system of ODEs as a mathematically rigorous approach to characterize stiffness independent of the integration method
used or operational criteria. They noted that “large” negative values of the stiffness
indicator are a necessary condition for stiffness, and further quantified how “large” the
negative values must be for an equation to be considered locally stiff for a given problem,
however I am primarily interested in the values of the stiffness indicator itself to facilitate
comparison between different simulations using different models and different timescales.
In the chemical kinetic models of interest, the stiffness indicator is calculated for a
given Jacobian matrix A of size n × n as:
stiffness indicator =

m(A) + M (A)
2

(3.6)

where
m(A) = min λ (He(A))

(3.7)

M (A) = max λ (He(A)) ,

(3.8)

where λ(A) denotes the eigenvalues of matrix A and He(A) is the Hermitian part of the
matrix A, which is defined as
He(A) =

A + A|
.
2

(3.9)

While determining the stiffness indicator does require calculation of eigenvalues following
a transpose and addition of the Jacobian matrix, it is readily implemented, and unlike
the stiffness index it does not require storing prior values of the solution.

3.1.4 Computational Singular Perturbation (CSP)
Lam and Goussis developed the computational singular perturbation (CSP) technique
as a means of studying and understanding chemical kinetics problems [41–44]. CSP
represents the chemical-kinetic system of ODEs by a linearly independent set of basis
vectors, or “modes,” and provides a mechanism to separate the fast and slow modes of
the system. The fast modes correspond to large, negative eigenvalues of the Jacobian
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matrix and can be (approximately) discarded because CSP theory guarantees that they
will become exponentially small (i.e., “exhausted”) and thus numerically insignificant [41].
Although CSP analysis is often used as a means of generating data that may be used
in the construction of simplified reaction models or application of partial equilibrium
and quasi-steady approximations, Lee et al. [45] defined a way of using CSP to quantify
the stiffness of a system of equations at a given state. As with all the other stiffness
quantification methods, I seek to use this definition of stiffness to determine if it may be
used to approximate the computational work required for a given integrator to advance
one time step. To describe CSP, I first start by defining the set of ODEs that make up a
chemical kinetic simulation as follows:
dY
= g(Y ) ,
dt

Y ∈ RN ,

g : RN → RN ,

(3.10)

where the N -dimensional vector Y is the state of the system at a given time t, g is the
corresponding source term, and R is the set of all real numbers [45]. I then expand g in
terms of vector and covector pairs {hai , bi i|i = 1, . . . , N } which for our case correspond
to the left and right eigenvectors of the Jacobian matrix of the system of ODEs at state
Y:

N
X
dY
f i ai ,
=
dt
i=1

f i = bi g ,

i = 1, . . . , N ,

(3.11)

where the subscripts i = 1, . . . , N are ordered such that they correspond to an ascending
set of timescales τ1 < τ2 < . . . < τN . Each timescale τi is the absolute value of the inverse
of an eigenvalue λi of the Jacobian matrix (i.e., |τi = 1/λi |). Next, I separate the fast
modes from the slow modes:
g=

M
X
k=1

f k ak +

N
X

f k ak ,

(3.12)

k=M +1

where M is the number of fast modes. I find M by determining the maximum value such
that
τM +1

M
X

!

aik f k

< i ≡ r |y i | + a ,

(∀i = 1, . . . , N ) ,

(3.13)

k=1

where user-defined parameters a and r are the absolute and relative tolerances for CSP
analysis (e.g., 10−3 ). Timescales corresponding to eigenvalues greater than or equal to
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zero are not considered to be exhausted modes, therefore the search for the number of
fast modes automatically stops if such eigenvalues are encountered. Finally, with the
number of fast modes determined, I then describe the definition of stiffness in the context
of CSP analysis:
κ=

τ1
τM +1

,

(3.14)

where κ is the stiffness. This value will range between 0 < κ ≤ 1, with smaller values of
κ corresponding to a more-stiff system of ODEs.

3.1.5 Chemical Explosive Mode Analysis (CEMA)
Lu and colleagues developed chemical explosive mode analysis (CEMA) as a diagnostic
to identify flame and ignition structure in complex flows [46–48]. CEMA was developed
using some concepts from CSP analysis including the separation of modes [46]. Though
this metric was not originally intended as a device to quantify the numerical stiffness of
a system of ODEs, I want to determine if correlations exist between identification of the
flame/ignition structure and the computational work required to advance the simulation
for either explicit or implicit methods. The chemical explosive modes are associated with
positive eigenvalues of the Jacobian of the system of ODEs:
Re(λ) > 0 .

(3.15)

Similar to the stiffness ratio, CEMA is readily implemented and carries little computational cost beyond determining the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix.

3.2 Problems Investigated
I examined five mathematical problems, or systems of ODEs, in this work. The first
three problems came from the literature as test problems for stiffness-detection metrics. I
first reproduced these test problems and ensured that they agreed with literature results
by visual inspection of the plots of the solution. After advancing the solution of each
problem across the entire specified range, I visually compared the solution obtained by
each integrator to ensure that it was qualitatively identical. I then extended the analysis
to homogeneous autoignition simulations, using chemical kinetic models for hydrogen- and
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methane-air systems. I again checked the solutions obtained by each integration technique
to ensure consistent results were obtained. The analysis of autoignition simulations was
then further extended by performing smaller integrations across a much larger set of data
taken from partially stirred reactor (PaSR) simulations.

3.2.1 Test Problems
van der Pol

The van der Pol equation is an oft-used example of a test problem of stiff

ODEs [12]:
dY1
= Y2
dt
dY2
= −Y1 + µY2 (1 − Y12 ) ,
dt

(3.16)

where µ is a parameter controlling stiffness. The solution of the equation oscillates about
zero in an unstable equilibrium and does not dissipate, with a period of approximately
T ≈ 1.6µ. The stiffness of the equation depends on the value of µ, with a larger value
corresponding to a stiffer equation [13]. I selected initial values of Y (0) = [2, 0]| and
µ = 1000 to maintain consistency with the results presented by Shampine [13] and
Söderlind [12] and verify our results. The Jacobian of the van der Pol equation is
"

J(t, Y ) =

0

1

−2µY1 Y2 − 1 µ(1 − Y12 )

#

.

(3.17)

Oregonator The Oregonator system is a simple mathematical model of the autocatalytic Belousov–Zhabotinskii reaction:
dY1
= s(Y1 − Y1 Y2 + Y2 − qY12 )
dt
dY2
= (Y3 + Y2 + Y1 Y2 )/s
dt
dY3
= w(Y1 − Y3 ) .
dt

(3.18)

The model is similar in structure to those of more complicated chemical kinetic models,
but it consists of only three species and five reactions [49]. To maintain consistency with
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the results of Söderlind [12], I selected initial values of Y (0) = [1, 1, 2]| and the parameter
values s = 77.27, q = 8.375 × 10−6 , and w = 0.161. In these conditions, the solution is
periodic with a timescale of T ≈ 300. The Jacobian of the Oregonator is


s(1 − Y2 − 2qY1 ) s(1 − Y1 )



J(t, Y ) = 


0



 .


−Y2
s

−1−Y1
s

1
s

w

0

−w

(3.19)

Lee model problem I next looked at the model problem presented by Lee et al. [45]:
dYi
1
= N −i
dt




Yi+1
− Yi +
1 + Yi+1



−

j=N
X−1
j=1

Yj+1
,
(1 + Yj+1 )2

i = 1, . . . , N − 1;
(3.20)

dYN
= −YN ,
dt
where  is a parameter controlling stiffness and N is the number of equations/modes.
Each mode of the problem i exhibits a time scale (τi = 1/λi where λi is an eigenvalue)
faster than the next time scale i + 1 by a factor of . Consistent with the values selected
by Lee et al., I set up the problem for N = 4 with initial values of Y (0) = (1, 1, 1, 1)|
and  = 10−2 . For these conditions, the solution decays to zero and the eigenvalues are
negative throughout the range of the computation [0, 10]. The Jacobian for the case of
N = 4 is


− 13


 0

J(t, Y ) = 
 0


0

1
3 (1+Y

2

)2

+

− 12

Y2 −1
(Y2 +1)3

Y3 −1
(Y3 +1)3
1
2 (1+Y3 )2

+

0

− 1

0

0

Y3 −1
(Y3 +1)3

Y4 −1
(Y4 +1)3
Y4 −1
(Y4 +1)3






 . (3.21)
Y4 −1 
1
+
2
3
(1+Y4 )
(Y4 +1) 

−1

3.2.2 Chemical Kinetics Simulations
Chemical kinetic simulations consist of a number of chemical species with reactions of
the form
k

A −−1→ B

20
in which A and B represent two chemical species and k1 represents the forward reaction
rate constant (which may be a function of temperature and/or pressure). If Y1 represents
the concentration of A and Y2 the concentration of B, the system of ODEs that would
represent this simple reaction is
dY1
= −k1 Y1
dt
dY2
= k1 Y1 .
dt

(3.22)

In general reactions may have multiple reactants and/or products, and may progress in
both the forward and reverse directions:
kf

−
*
A+B−
)
−
−C+D.
kb

Many reactions take place simultaneously in a chemical kinetic system, and the system of
ODEs that make up the model will be coupled and nonlinear. To further complicate the
simulation, the forward and reverse reaction rate constants are dependent on temperature,
and may be dependent on pressure. Only collisions between molecules that possess energy
greater than an activation energy Ei will react [50]. One oft-used equation for the forward
reaction rate constant ki is known as the Arrhenius rate expression, which may be written
as
ki = Ai T

βi

exp

Ei
−
<T

!

(3.23)

where Ai is a pre-exponential factor, βi is a temperature exponent, T is the temperature
in Kelvin, and < is the universal gas constant [51]. For pressure-dependent reactions, the
Arrhenius rates may be given at two pressures. In these cases, logarithmic interpolation
or polynomial fits may be used to express the pressure dependence [52, 53].
The chemical-kinetic solution vector is the thermochemical composition vector, defined
as
Φ = {T, Y1 , Y2 , . . . , YNsp }| ,

(3.24)

where T is the temperature, Yi are the species mass fractions, and Nsp is the number
of species in the mechanism [51]. The resulting ODE system for constant-pressure
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homogeneous autoignition is then
Nsp
dT
1 X
hi Wi ω̇i ,
=−
dt
ρcp i=1

(3.25)

dYi
Wi
=
ω̇i
dt
ρ

(3.26)

i = 1, . . . , Nsp − 1

where hi is the enthalpy and Wi is the molecular weight of species i [51]. Computing
the right-hand-side (RHS) functions and the Jacobian matrices of the systems of ODEs
was readily achieved using pyJac [54], an open-source Python-based software tool that
generates analytical Jacobian matrices for use in chemical kinetics modeling and analysis. Given model files such as those used by Cantera [52], pyJac generates a wrapper
containing functions that Python may use to calculate the RHS and Jacobian.
In this study I investigated two relatively compact chemical kinetic models: the
hydrogen/carbon monoxide (H2 /CO) model of Burke et al. [55] and GRI Mech 3.0 [56]
for methane-air combustion. The H2 /CO model contains 13 species and 54 reactions
while the GRI Mech 3.0 has 53 species and 325 reactions, leading to Jacobian matrices
of systems of ODEs of sizes 13 × 13 and 53 × 53, respectively. These relatively small
Jacobian matrices allow for much faster evaluations of stiffness than would be possible
with larger, more complicated kinetic systems, which can have hundreds to hundreds of
thousands of chemical species [26]. Niemeyer et al. [51] showed the correctness of the
pyJac-generated Jacobian matrices for the hydrogen and methane kinetic models used
here; they agree within 0.001% of matrices obtained via automatic differentiation.
I conducted my analysis using data gathered from PaSR simulations. As described
by Niemeyer et al. [51], the PaSR model consists of a number of particles, each with
a time-varying composition. At discrete time steps, events including inflow, outflow,
and pairing change particle composition; between these time steps, mixing and reaction
fractional steps evolve the composition of all particles. I extracted data from a single
“particle” from the PaSR simulation to perform individual zero-dimensional autoignition
simulations—in other words, I used discrete states from the PaSR data to set up initial
conditions for a single ODE system. The H2 /CO simulation used a different set of PaSR
data than the GRI Mech 3.0 simulation. Both sets of PaSR data included nine different
configurations of temperature and pressure; the initial temperature values were 400,
600, and 800 K, while the pressure values were 1, 10, and 25 atm. Pressure remained
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constant throughout the simulations. The H2 /CO PaSR simulation dataset contains
900,900 unique particles, while the GRI Mech 3.0 PaSR simulation dataset contains
450,900 particles (both representing the time evolution of 100 particles).
I first applied the analysis to a homogeneous autoignition case, with a single set of
initial conditions chosen arbitrarily from a PaSR simulation. I integrated this set of initial
conditions until the state progressed through ignition and reached chemical equilibrium.
Next, to determine the sensitivity of the stiffness quantification metrics and computational
time to changes in the initial conditions, I performed integrations using each unique
particle of the PaSR simulation. In this analysis, each simulation was advanced only as
long as needed to obtain an accurate numerical value of each stiffness metric. Because a
fourth-order central difference formula was used to numerically approximate the second
derivatives in the calculation of the stiffness index, the simulation was advanced until
five solution values existed at each particle. Separate simulations were run using each
particle in the PaSR simulation with step sizes ranging between 1 × 10−4 s and 1 × 10−8 s
to examine the impact that step size has on the computational time for each set of initial
conditions. Using several different step sizes in our simulation was important because
fluids solvers in multidimensional chemical kinetic simulations with operator splitting
will require varying global time steps based on the stability and accuracy requirements
of the solver.

3.3 Integration Techniques
I investigated implementations of five integration methods in this work, specifically the
RKC, EXP4, EXPRB43, RadauIIa, and CVODE integration methods provided by the opensource software library accelerInt [57], written in C. The RKC, EXP4, EXPRB43, and
RadauIIa integrators are all available for use on either a central processing unit (CPU)
or a graphics processing unit (GPU), while the implementation of CVODE is only currently
available for use on the CPU. Each method of the accelerInt package uses adaptive
time-stepping techniques to progress the integration using a user-defined time step (i.e.,
global time step in a fluid solver) [39]. Chapter 4 lists the absolute and relative tolerances
used by the adaptive time-stepping procedures. I only used the CPU implementations
in the current research, because my goal is to determine the computational cost of
integrating each individual system of ODEs at each time step. By performing and timing
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all of the integrations on a single CPU I can more easily compare the performance of each
integration technique. All integrations were performed on a Intel Xeon CPU E3-1230 v5
clocked at 3.40 GHz with four cores.
I added code to the integration driver function of accelerInt to time each global
time step, taking care to ensure that only the integration time was measured. The time
needed to calculate each of the stiffness detection metrics was not measured because it may
depend on the method. The EXP4, EXPRB43, RadauIIa, and CVODE solvers, for example,
require evaluating (and possibly factorizing) the Jacobian matrix, and an optimized code
would use this to its advantage by using the same Jacobian for determining stiffness as
well as integrating. To ensure a fair comparison to a multidimensional fluid solver coupled
with chemical kinetics, I ensured that the integrator did not use previously calculated
values at the initiation of integration at each global time step—in other words, each
global time step initiated a “restart” integration. In a multidimensional fluid solver
with operator splitting, contributions from the transport terms of Eqs. (2.1)–(2.4), for
example, would be combined with the integrated chemical source terms at each spatial
location. This means that the initial conditions at each location change every time the
solver begins to integrate the chemical source terms, invalidating stored prior time-step
information (potentially including even a Jacobian matrix), such that a real reactive-flow
solver would not be able to use previously calculated values [45].
For the chemical kinetic problems investigated, I added an error-checking routine to
the integration driver function of accelerInt. This routine ensured that the integration
after each user-defined time step produced meaningful data by flagging any values of
the thermochemical composition vector that were found to be NaN, ∞, or a value of less
than negative one machine epsilon (i.e., < − = −2−52 ) in double precision. As will be
discussed further in Chapter 4.3, the error-checking routine was set to this level because
flagging all negative values was too restrictive, causing some solvers such as the RKC solver
to fail for many integrations across the PaSR dataset due to the small concentration of
some exhausted radical species.

3.3.1 Runge–Kutta–Chebyshev (RKC) Solver
The RKC integration method is an implementation of a stabilized explicit second-order
Runge–Kutta–Chebyshev (RKC) method [25, 58, 59]. RKC methods are explicit methods
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developed for “mildly stiff” problems where the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix are
not too widely distributed. These methods are constructed in a similar manner to other
multistage explicit Runge–Kutta methods, but with an increased number of stages and
coefficients chosen to maximize the size of the stability region rather than increase the
order of accuracy of the method. The stability polynomial is therefore chosen as a
scaled and shifted Chebyshev polynomial. An unshifted Chebyshev polynomial stretches
the stability region as far as possible to the left of the negative real axis; this stability
region is only suitable for problems with real eigenvalues because there exist points at
which a small perturbation of the eigenvalue into the complex plane will destabilize the
method. By shifting the Chebyshev polynomial, the absolute value of the stability region
is bounded slightly below one on the real axis with little reduction in the distance into
the negative real axis [10]. Full details on the RKC method implementation, including the
adaptive time-stepping scheme, can be found in the related work of Niemeyer et al. [25].

3.3.2 EXP4 and EXPRB43 Exponential Solvers
I used the EXP4 [60] and EXPRB43 solvers [61], which are both exponential Rosenbrock-like
integrators that use matrix-vector products with the exponential or a related function
of the Jacobian matrix. The matrix-vector multiplications take the form of φ(τ A)v,
where A is the Jacobian matrix, τ is related to the step size, v is a given vector, and
φ(z) = (ez − 1)/z. Hochbruck demonstrated that Krylov subspace approximations to
exp(τ A)v converge faster than those for the solution of linear systems (I − τ A)x = v [62],
and it was found that Krylov subspace approximations to φ(τ A)v converge about as
fast as those for exp(τ A)v. These Krylov subspace approximations are therefore used in
the construction of the method [60]. More details regarding the implementation of the
method can be found in the work of Hochbruck et al. [60, 61] or Curtis et al. [39].
The step size of the EXP4 method can be limited by the Krylov process for stiff
problems [60]. For some problems, such as two-dimensional advection-diffusion-reaction,
the EXPRB43 solver achieves larger time steps than the EXP4 method and has been shown
to converge to a solution faster due to a smaller number of Krylov steps being required
overall if stringent tolerances are selected. For less-stringent tolerances, the EXP4 solver
may converge faster than the EXPRB43 solver. In either case, the Krylov approximations
have been found to dominate the computational cost [61].
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3.3.3 Implicit Runge–Kutta Solver
The RadauIIa integration method is a three-stage, fifth-order implicit Runge–Kutta
method [39], originally introduced by Butcher and based on the Radau and Lobatto
quadrature formulas [63]. Ehle and Axelsson improved upon the method the resulting
formula was found to be A-stable [64, 65]. The code used in the implementation of
this method was adapted from that of Hairer and Wanner’s Radau5 code [16]. Newton
iteration solves the nonlinear stage equations. The Butcher tableau of this Runge–Kutta
method is
√
4− 6
10
√
4+ 6
10

1

√
88−7 6
360 √
296+169 6
1800
√
16− 6
36√
16− 6
36

√
296−169 6
1800
√
88+7 6
360
√
16+ 6
36√
16+ 6
36

√
−2+3 6
225√
−2−3 6
225
1
9
1
9

3.3.4 CVODE Solver
Lastly, I used the fully implicit CVODE solver, included with the SUNDIALS suite of nonlinear
and differential/algebraic equation solvers [37, 38]. CVODE uses variable-order, variablestep multistep methods, based on backward differentiation formulas of the form
K1
X

αn,i yn−i + hn

i=0

K2
X

βn,i ẏn−i = 0 ,

(3.27)

i=0

where yn are the computed approximations of the RHS function and hn is the step size at
time step n. The order of these formulas varies between one and five, and the methods are
either A- or α-stable. For each integration step, the integrator must solve the nonlinear
system
G(yn ) ≡ yn − hn βn,0 f (tn , yn ) − an = 0 ,

(3.28)

where
an ≡

X

(αn,i yn−i + hn βn,i ẏn−i )

(3.29)

i>0

must be approximated. CVODE typically uses various versions of Newton iteration to solve
Eq. (3.29) for coupled, nonlinear systems of equations.
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Chapter 4: Results
In this chapter I present values of the stiffness metrics and computational cost. I also
present integration parameters, such as the absolute and relative tolerances, global time
step size, and range of integration. I will start with the results of the test problems from
literature, and I then present the results of the homogeneous autoignition cases. Finally,
I will present the results of a comparison between the stiffness detection metrics and
computational cost at each point of a reactive flow simulation using a range of global
step sizes.

4.1 Results for Test Problems
I will start by presenting the stiffness metrics and integration timing of the van der Pol
equation. I used initial values of Y (0) = [2, 0]| with a parameter of µ = 1000, a constant
global step size of ∆x = 0.1, and a range of integration of [0, 3000] to maintain consistency
with the results of Shampine [13]. I timed each integrator using two different sets of
absolute and relative tolerances for the routine that automatically calculates step size. I
first ran the equations using the default tolerances of 10−10 and 10−6 for the absolute
and relative tolerances, respectively, and then reduced both of these tolerances by two
orders of magnitude to 10−12 and 10−8 , respectively.
Figure 4.1b shows that the stiffness ratio, stiffness index, stiffness indicator, and CSPbased stiffness provide similar characterizations of the stiffness. These metrics indicate
that the system of ODEs is most stiff as the solution of the Y1 component jumps from
negative to positive or vice versa. As the solution decays towards the y-axis, the value of
these metrics indicates that the solution becomes progressively less stiff. The chemical
explosive mode also increases as the solution component decays to the y-axis, spiking
at each of the jumps. See Table 4.1 for details regarding the maximum and minimum
values of each metric.
We see that the time required to integrate one global time step spikes using each
integration technique whenever the solution switches from positive to negative or negative
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Figure 4.1: Stiffness metrics and integration cost per global time step of the van der Pol
equation.
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Table 4.1: Maximum and minimum values of each stiffness metric in the van der Pol
equation
Metric

Maximum value
106

5.4 ×
8.2 × 106
6.5
27
1.0

stiffness ratio
stiffness index
stiffness indicator
chemical explosive mode
CSP stiffness

Minimum value
1.9
28
−1.5 × 103
5.6 × 10−4
1.1 × 10−7

Table 4.2: Maximum and minimum times needed to integrate one global time step of the
van der Pol equation
Integrator
CVODE
EXP4
EXPRB43
RadauIIa
RKC

Default tolerance
max (s)
min (s)
6.1 × 10−3
1.5 × 10−2
5.4 × 10−3
4.3 × 10−3
7.3 × 10−4

1.7 × 10−6
2.9 × 10−5
7.4 × 10−5
4.6 × 10−6
9.3 × 10−7

Low tolerance
max (s)
min (s)
4.4 × 10−4
1.1 × 10−1
1.5 × 10−2
6.3 × 10−4
3.3 × 10−3

2.8 × 10−6
2.9 × 10−5
7.4 × 10−5
5.5 × 10−6
1.4 × 10−6

to positive. Interestingly, we see that as the solution approaches the point at which
the solution flips, the time required to integrate one step using CVODE increases (more
pronounced in Figure 4.1d where more stringent tolerances were used), while the time
required to integrate using EXP4 decreases. The time required to integrate each global
time step using RKC also decreases slightly as the solution reaches this point. For each of
the other solvers, the time required to integrate one time step is generally constant, with
the exception of the aforementioned spikes. Use of the more stringent tolerance impacts
each of the integrators very little, with the exception of the noted trends. RKC, RadauIIa,
and CVODE all outperformed the exponential solvers for this problem. See Figures 4.1c
and 4.1d as well as Table 4.2 for details.
I next looked at the Oregonator system. The initial values used were Y (0) = [1, 1, 2]|
and parameters s = 77.27, q = 8.375 × 10−6 , and w = 0.161, the constant global time
step selected was 0.1, and the range of integration was chosen to be [0, 320] to maintain
consistency with the results of Söderlind [12]. Similar to the van der Pol equation, I
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Table 4.3: Maximum and minimum values of each stiffness metric in the Oregonator
equation.
Metric
stiffness ratio
stiffness index
stiffness indicator
chemical explosive mode
CSP stiffness

Maximum value
106

5.3 ×
1.4 × 105
9.5
64
1.0

Minimum value
2.3 × 102
0.84
−6.8 × 104
-2.8
1.2 × 10−6

measured the computational time needed to integrate at each time step in using two
different sets of tolerances. The first set of tolerances were the default values of 1 × 10−10
and 1 × 10−6 for the absolute and relative tolerances, respectively. The integration was
repeated after reducing both of these tolerances by two orders of magnitude to 1 × 10−12
and 1 × 10−8 , respectively. I found use of more-stringent tolerances to be disadvantageous
as it often results in the EXP4 solver either exceeding the number of allowable iterations
to advance one global time step or a required step size less than the machine epsilon in
double precision.
I found that each stiffness metric characterized the stiffness throughout the range
of integration slightly differently. The stiffness ratio, stiffness index, stiffness indicator,
and CSP-based stiffness all characterized the stiffness as reaching a local maximum at
some point shortly after the rapid transients that occur in all components of the solution
slightly after t = 0 and t = 300, with the stiffness slowly decaying after reaching this
maximum. However, of these metrics, only the stiffness ratio and stiffness index exhibited
a spike in the stiffness during these rapid transients. The local maximum of the stiffness
index that occurs after the rapid transients also occurs at a notably later time than
the equivalent local maximum of the stiffness indicator, stiffness ratio, or CSP-based
stiffness. The chemical explosive mode exhibits spikes during the portion of the solution
that undergoes rapid transients, but in the range of the solution between these rapid
transients, there are no explosive modes. See Figure 4.2b and Table 4.3 for additional
details regarding the stiffness metrics
The computational time required to integrate one global time step was greatest for
each integrator using either tolerance where the solution was undergoing rapid changes.
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Figure 4.2: Stiffness metrics and integration cost per global time step of the Oregonator
equation.
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Table 4.4: Maximum and minimum times needed to integrate one global time step of the
Oregonator equation.
Integrator
CVODE
EXP4
EXPRB43
RadauIIa
RKC

Default tolerance
max (s)
min (s)
1.7 × 10−2
6.9 × 10−3
8.9 × 10−3
4.3 × 10−3
2.6 × 10−4

2.9 × 10−6
2.9 × 10−5
7.5 × 10−5
5.9 × 10−6
1.3 × 10−6

Low tolerance
max (s)
min (s)
1.9 × 10−4
1.8 × 10−2
2.4 × 10−2
2.1 × 10−4
1.5 × 10−3

6.2 × 10−6
3.4 × 10−5
8.1 × 10−5
6.5 × 10−6
2.0 × 10−6

Similar to the trends seen in Figures 4.1d and 4.1c, the magnitude of the spike increased
when a more stringent tolerance was used, as seen in Figures 4.2c and 4.2d. Following
the portions of the integration in which the solution underwent rapid changes, the the
performance EXP4 and RKC integrators was notably slow compared to their respective
fastest integrations per global time step. As the integration progressed, both of these
integrators required less computational time per time step. At t ≈ 100, the EXP4 integrator
reached its peak speed, and the time per step remained constant throughout the range
of integration up until the solution reached its second series of rapid transients. The
CVODE integrator also exhibited a slight speedup after t ≈ 100, however the effect was less
pronounced than the speedup seen by the EXP4 and RKC integrators. Other than during
the period of rapid changes in the solution vector, the EXPRB43 and RadauIIa integrators
required roughly the same amount of computational time per time step throughout all
other points of the simulation.
When the integration tolerances were made more stringent, the slowdown/speedup
effects with the CVODE, EXP4, and RKC integrators were more pronounced. With the
exception of these effects, the overall speed of each integrator overall was slightly slower
with the more stringent tolerances, but the computational time per step was of the same
order of magnitude regardless of the choice of integrator tolerance. See Figure 4.2c,
Figure 4.2d, and Table 4.4 for more details.
I next looked at Lee’s test problem [45]. As stated in Section 3.2.1, I set up the problem
with N = 4 and initial values Y (0) = [1, 1, 1, 1]| ,  = 10−2 , range of the computation at
[0, 10], and the constant global time step selected was 1 × 10−8 to maintain consistency
with the results of Lee [45]. This global time step was selected to obtain timing data
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Table 4.5: Maximum and minimum values of each stiffness metric in Lee’s test problem [45]
Metric
Stiffness Ratio
Stiffness Index
Stiffness Indicator
Chemical Explosive Mode
Stiffness (Lee et al.)

Maximum value

Minimum value

1.0 × 106
4.9 × 1013
−5.0 × 105
–
1.0

1.0 × 106
0.13
−5.0 × 105
–
1.0 × 10−6

at very small values of x. Because a constant time step was required to provide a fair
comparison between the integration timing against the stiffness metrics, the total number
of global time steps was very large. To reduce the amount of data storage required,
progressively fewer values of the stiffness metrics and integration timing results were
stored as the simulation progressed. This sampling was assumed to be representative
of the values of nearby global time steps. The integrators were once again run twice
using two sets of absolute and relative tolerances, the first set being the default values of
1 × 10−10 and 1 × 10−6 , respectively, and the second set being 1 × 10−16 and 1 × 10−12 ,
respectively.
Several issues are noted regarding the values of the stiffness quantification metrics
across this problem. The eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix are related to each other by
the parameter  in this problem, which presents a unique challenge for the stiffness ratio,
which maintains a constant value of 1 × 106 . There is no chemical explosive mode at any
point throughout the integration because the eigenvalues are constantly negative—the
value of -1.0 in Figure 4.3b is a dummy value the code outputs when no explosive mode
is found. The stiffness indicator changes very little throughout the range of integration,
the value only changes slightly around a value of −5.049 × 10−5 . Only the stiffness index
and the stiffness value defined by Lee et al. [45] had substantial changes in stiffness values
as the integration progressed. To add, the stiffness value of Lee et al. only changed when
an additional exhausted mode was found, while the criteria used in the detection of the
fast modes was user defined. See Figure 4.3b and Table 4.5 for more details.
The computational time per global time step generally decreased as the integration
progressed for each integrator, especially as the more stringent tolerance was selected.
The manner in which the time per global time step decreased was different for each
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Figure 4.3: Stiffness metrics and integration cost per global time step of Lee’s test
problem.
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Table 4.6: Maximum and minimum times needed to integrate one global time step of
Lee’s test problem [45]
Integrator
CVODE
EXP4
EXPRB43
RadauIIa
RKC

Default tolerance
max (s)
min (s)
6.9 × 10−3
1.8 × 10−5
6.3 × 10−3
5.9 × 10−3
1.8 × 10−5

2.0 × 10−6
3.3 × 10−6
8.2 × 10−6
9.6 × 10−7
4.8 × 10−7

Low tolerance
max (s)
min (s)
6.5 × 10−3
8.0 × 10−5
6.6 × 10−5
6.0 × 10−3
2.1 × 10−4

1.9 × 10−6
1.0 × 10−5
2.5 × 10−5
1.3 × 10−6
4.8 × 10−7

integrator, as seen in Figures 4.3c and 4.3d. The timing of the exponential integrators
was more chaotic than the timing of the other integrators, and at times there is a presence
of individual time steps requiring orders of magnitude greater computational time per
time step than the neighboring time steps. These spikes would seem erroneous, however
the EXP4 amd EXPRB43 integrators were run at separate times and the x values of the
spikes are the same between the two solvers, which indicates that some of the values along
the solution present a greater difficulty to the exponential solvers than others. It is noted
that the general trend of reduced time per time step as the integration proceeds runs
counter to the results of the stiffness metrics, which indicate that the stiffness increases
as the integration proceeds. See Figures 4.3c and 4.3d and Table 4.6 for more details.

4.2 Homogeneous Autoignition Cases
We now extend our analysis of the stiffness metrics into homogeneous autoignition simulations. The integrators were again each run twice using two different sets of values for
absolute and relative tolerances for the routine that automatically calculates step size.
These sets of values are the default values of 1 × 10−10 and 1 × 10−6 as well as 1 × 10−17
and 1 × 10−13 , respectively, for absolute and relative tolerances. These more stringent
set of tolerances were selected because it was the smallest tolerance that could be run
without error. The reason that such small tolerances were used was twofold. First, this
small tolerance provided an illustration of the effect of tolerance on the computational
cost of the integration. Secondly, it reduced the occurrence of negative values of the mole
fractions of any given species in the mechanism, particularly some of the radical species
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Table 4.7: Initial species mole fractions for homogeneous hydrogen autoignition case, at
850.48 K and 25.0 atm.
Species
H
H2
O
OH
H2 O
O2
HO2

Mole Fraction
10−12

9.07 ×
0.02789
1.92 × 10−11
1.25 × 10−10
0.005443
0.2212
7.78 × 10−6

Species
H2 O2
AR
HE
CO
CO2
N2

Mole Fraction
2.65 × 10−4
0
0
0
0
0.7451

such as O. A global step size of 1 × 10−4 was selected to obtain reasonable resolution
in the fast reaction zone, and the integration proceeded until the system was found to
represent an approximately steady state.
The initial condition of the homogeneous hydrogen autoignition case was taken from
an arbitrary point in a partially stirred reactor simulation. A description of the state at
this point can be found in Table 4.7.
To begin, we note that the data point sampled had already exhibited some degree of
slow reactions leading up to autoignition. The ignition event itself, however, did not turn
out to be as dramatic as many examples of combustion may be. The temperature at this
point increased from approximately 850 K to 1050 K in approximately one second.
We find in the homogeneous autoignition cases that some of the metrics present
more useful information than others. To begin, the value of the stiffness ratio oscillated
erratically over several orders of magnitude, centered around a value of approximately
1020 . It is possible that this solution would be smoothed out if tighter integrator tolerances
could be used, or if smaller time steps were chosen. The stiffness index initially decreased
approximately two orders of magnitude from an initial value of nearly 1012 up until
the point at which temperature changed most rapidly. It is noted that a small number
of stiffness index values at the start of the integration may be inaccurate due to the
use of low order formulas that make use of few neighboring points. After decreasing
nearly to its minimum value, the stiffness index spiked and then dropped to a minimum
value of 5.7 × 1010 before slowly increasing to a maximum value. Unlike the stiffness
index, the stiffness indicator indicated that the stiffness was greatest at the start of the
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Figure 4.4: Stiffness metrics and integration cost per global time step of homogeneous
H2 autoignition.
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Table 4.8: Maximum and minimum values of each stiffness metric in homogeneous
hydrogen autoignition
Metric

Maximum value

stiffness ratio
stiffness index
stiffness indicator
chemical explosive mode
CSP-based stiffness

1023

8.7 ×
3.6 × 1016
−3.2 × 107
9.6
0.069

Minimum value
3.3 × 1017
5.7 × 1010
−5.0 × 107
–
3.2 × 10−8

integration then slowly became less stiff as the integration progressed. Changes to the
stiffness indicator were relatively small. The chemical explosive mode was approximately
9.6 at the start of the integration, and suddenly dropped near the point that the value
of the temperature reached its greatest rate of change. From there, the value of the
chemical explosive mode oscillated erratically, ranging from no explosive mode to an
explosive mode of on the order of 10−10 . The CSP-based stiffness value also oscillated
over several orders of magnitude throughout the simulation, depending on the number
of fast modes found at any given moment. The absolute and relative tolerances for the
detection of CSP fast modes were both 1 × 10−3 , however a separate evaluation with
tolerances of 1 × 10−6 was performed and the results were similarly erratic (not shown).
See Figure 4.4b and Table 4.8 for details.
The computational time per time step was nearly constant for each integrator when
the default tolerances were used. The two fully implicit solvers, CVODE and RadauIIa,
outperformed the explicit solvers with these tolerances. When the more stringent tolerances were used, most integrators required slightly more computational time per global
time step around when the solution changes the most rapidly. The RKC integrator, on the
other hand, required the most computational time per global time step at the start of the
integration, and slowly required progressively less computational time as the integration
proceeded. See Figures 4.4c and 4.4d as well as Table 4.9 for more details.
Lastly, I examined a case of homogeneous methane autoignition. The initial condition
of the homogeneous hydrogen autoignition case was taken from an arbitrary point in a
partially stirred reactor simulation. A description of the state at this point can be found
in Table 4.10:
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Table 4.9: Maximum and minimum times needed to integrate one global time step of
homogeneous hydrogen autoignition.
Integrator
CVODE
EXP4
EXPRB43
RadauIIa
RKC

Default tolerance
max (s)
min (s)
2.5 × 10−2
4.1 × 10−4
3.7 × 10−4
1.3 × 10−2
1.4 × 10−3

2.5 × 10−5
1.1 × 10−4
1.4 × 10−4
6.6 × 10−5
2.9 × 10−4

Low tolerance
max (s)
min (s)
1.3 × 10−3
1.4 × 10−2
8.5 × 10−3
2.3 × 10−3
1.4 × 10−2

7.8 × 10−5
1.3 × 10−4
1.9 × 10−4
8.1 × 10−5
3.8 × 10−3

Table 4.10: Initial conditions for homogeneous methane autoignition case, at 900.023 K
and 10.0 atm.
Species

Mole Fraction

Species

Mole Fraction

Species

Mole Fraction

H
H2
O
OH
H2 O
O2
HO2
H2 O2
C
CH
CH2
CH2 (S)
CH3
CH4
CO
CO2
HCO
CH2 O

1.53 E – 12
5.23 E – 05
1.07 E – 11
3.15 E – 10
0.01782
0.1893
2.10 E – 07
5.33 E – 06
2.07 E – 33
1.97 E – 24
3.82 E – 15
4.11 E – 16
4.88 E – 07
0.04652
0.001994
0.01841
8.84 E – 12
0.0004760

CH2 OH
CH3 O
CH3 OH
C2 H
C 2 H2
C 2 H3
C 2 H4
C 2 H5
C 2 H6
HCCO
CH2 CO
HCCOH
N
NH
NH2
NH3
NNH
NO

9.47 E – 14
2.14 E – 10
3.49 E – 05
4.59 E – 19
2.21 E – 07
1.68 E – 13
9.19 E – 05
1.07 E – 10
3.96 E – 04
1.57 E – 14
4.06 E – 06
1.30 E – 10
1.30 E – 16
3.01 E – 14
3.39 E – 14
1.96 E – 09
1.19 E – 16
5.88 E – 05

NO2
N2 O
HNO
CN
HCN
H2 CN
HCNN
HCNO
HOCN
HNCO
NCO
C 3 H7
C 3 H8
CH2 CHO
CH3 CHO
AR
N2

1.90 E – 4
1.30 E – 07
9.71 E – 12
3.22 E – 19
1.56 E – 07
1.93 E – 14
9.06 E – 25
1.01 E – 08
1.24 E – 10
4.61 E – 08
3.71 E – 15
1.29 E – 31
2.01 E – 10
1.71 E – 06
1.39 E – 11
1.67 E – 07
0.7245
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The point selected for methane autoignition had an initial temperature of approximately 900 K, and exhibited autoignition after a time of slightly less than 0.15 seconds.
Following the autoignition event, the temperature remained constant at approximately
1900 K.
The stiffness ratio oscillated across several orders of magnitude in the same manner
as the homogeneous hydrogen autoignition case. However, it is noted that the stiffness
ratio generally decreased by one or two orders of magnitude following the autoignition
event. The stiffness index also indicated that the stiffness is greatest prior to autoignition.
From its maximum value, the stiffness index decayed at a gradually increasing rate
until it suddenly dropped several orders of magnitude to a low value. Immediately after
reaching this low value, the stiffness index recovered and remained constant throughout
the remainder of the range of integration. The values of the stiffness indicator also
suggest that the stiffness is greatest at the start of the simulation. Although the stiffness
indicator does not vary far from a value of approximately −6 × 108 throughout the
range of integration, the values indicate that the stiffness decreases during the ignition
event. The chemical explosive mode remains nearly constant at the initiation of the
simulation with a value slightly greater than 10. The explosive mode then increases several
orders of magnitude as the integration proceeds through autoignition, before the mode is
rapidly depleted to a minimum value of approximately 1.0 × 10−10 immediately following
autoignition. Following this drop, the explosive mode rapidly recovers and remains nearly
constant throughout the remainder of the integration. Lastly, the CSP-based stiffness
value exhibits erratic behavior throughout the entire integration. Contrary to the other
metrics, this stiffness value suggests that the stiffness gradually decreases by orders of
magnitude in the time leading up to autoignition. At the point of autoignition, this metric
then suggests that the stiffness rapidly increases and then remains approximately stable
for the remainder of the integration. This happens as the number of exhausted modes
increases leading up to and during the autoignition event. Once again, the absolute and
relative tolerances for the detection of CSP fast modes were both 1 × 10−3 , however a
separate evaluation with tolerances of 1 × 10−6 was performed and the results exhibited
similar behavior (not shown). See Figure 4.5b and Table 4.11 for more details.
The most notable feature of every plot of computational time per global time step of
the homogeneous methane autoignition case is the prominent spike that occurs during
the autoignition event itself. This spike occurs in every plot of a successful integration
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Figure 4.5: Stiffness metrics and integration cost per global time step of homogeneous
CH4 autoignition.
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Table 4.11: Maximum and minimum values of each stiffness metric in homogeneous CH4
autoignition
Metric

Maximum value

stiffness ratio
stiffness index
stiffness indicator
chemical explosive mode
CSP-based stiffness

1024

5.8 ×
1.5 × 1012
−3.1 × 108
1.5 × 104
0.41

Minimum value
9.0 × 1017
2.3 × 105
−8.5 × 108
1.0 × 10−10
9.8 × 10−11

Table 4.12: Maximum and minimum times needed to integrate one global time step of
homogeneous methane autoignition.
Integrator
CVODE
EXP4
EXPRB43
RadauIIa
RKC

Default tolerance
max (s)
min (s)
3.1 × 10−2
1.7 × 10−1
1.4 × 10−1
2.0 × 10−2
(failed)

3.7 × 10−4
1.9 × 10−3
2.0 × 10−3
9.1 × 10−4
(failed)

Low tolerance
max (s)
min (s)
4.6 × 10−2
2.1 × 10−1
4.0
4.7 × 10−1
4.5

9.1 × 10−4
4.1 × 10−3
3.7 × 10−3
1.2 × 10−3
9.6 × 10−1

across the domain of [0.0, 0.4] seconds. When the default tolerances were used, the
computational time required was similar prior to and after autoignition. The implicit
CVODE and RadauIIa solvers outperformed the exponential solvers. Additionally, the RKC
solver failed after two global time steps at the default tolerances, producing a solution
vector that consisted of several instances of NaN. When the integration tolerance was
made to be more stringent, it was clearly seen that the computational time required prior
to autoignition was greater than the computational time needed per time step following
autoignition for each of the solvers. The spikes in computational time during autoignition
became more pronounced with the more stringent tolerances, and the RKC solver was able
to obtain a solution across the entire range of the integration. See Figures 4.5c and 4.5d
as well as Table 4.12 for details.
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4.3 Autoignition Using PaSR Data
I now seek to compare each of the stiffness metrics against the computational expense of
a single global time step at every data point in a reactive flow simulation. I treated every
node in the simulation as an initial condition to a homogeneous autoignition simulation
using the same code as was used in the previous sections, and the simulation at each
node was advanced only as long as needed to obtain stiffness metrics and timing data
for each integrator. I used global time steps ranging between 1 × 10−8 and 1 × 10−4
in order to determine the impact of step size on any correlation between stiffness and
computational time. Understanding this impact is important because the global time step
in a multidimensional reactive flow simulation will often be determined by a fluid solver,
which may use an adaptive time stepping technique or otherwise use differing time steps.
For reasons that I will address in Chapter 5, only the smallest and largest step sizes are
shown. The absolute and relative tolerances used by the integrator in the adaptive time
stepping routine were the more stringent 1 × 10−17 and 1 × 10−13 , respectively. These
tolerances are intended to reduce the occurrence of negative values of the mole fractions,
which was considered to be a failure criteria due to the physical impossibility.
Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show the computation time versus stiffness metrics for hydrogen
autoignition with global time steps of 1 × 10−8 and 1 × 10−4 , respectively. Figures 4.8
and 4.9 show this same comparison for methane autoignition global time steps of 1 × 10−8
and 1 × 10−4 , respectively. As can be seen in the plots, relationships between the
stiffness metrics and computational time are not easily understood in most cases. There
is infrequently a single value of the computational time required per global time step
for a given stiffness metric and a given integrator. Groupings of data points for a given
integrator can be seen in plots such as Figure 4.6a. In many cases, the shape of these
groupings is similar for different integrators, suggesting that the computational speed
may be limited by a similar cause for each of these points. More analysis is needed to
determine the conditions present in each of these groupings.
The global step size had a visually noticeable impact on the computational time
for each integrator. For a global step sizes of 1 × 10−8 , the RKC and EXP4 solvers were
often fastest, while the RadauIIa and CVODE solvers were often slower than the other
solvers. For methane autoignition with this global step size, the EXPRB43 solver was
often only slightly slower than the EXP4 solver for a large range of stiffness metric values.
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As the step size was increased to 1 × 10−4 , the implicit CVODE solver was fastest for the
majority of all data points, followed by the RadauIIa, EXPRB43, RKC and EXP4 solvers.
Trends in computational cost for each solver seen in Figures 4.6 and 4.7 are difficult to
characterize visually because a large number of data points may reside in a small portion
of the plot—for example a large number of data points have a chemical explosive mode
of nearly zero in Figures 4.6d and 4.7d.
Trends in the plots are generally easier to observe in the plots of methane autoignition.
Plots of the chemical explosive mode (Figures 4.8d and 4.9d) show an increase in computational cost of all integrators as the chemical explosive mode exceeds approximately
2 × 104 . It is also clear from Figure 4.9 that the RKC solver is almost always slower than
all the other solvers across a wide range of stiffness metrics when the global time step is
increased to 1 × 10−4 .
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(a) Stiffness ratio

(b) Stiffness index

(c) Stiffness indicators

(d) Chemical explosive mode (the x-axis is
semilog with 0 < x < 10−2 as linear)

(e) CSP-based stiffness; tolerances: a = r =
10−3

Figure 4.6: Stiffness metrics versus computational time for each point from the H2 PaSR
data. Computational time was assessed by advancing a homogeneous reactor 1 × 10−8 s.
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(a) Stiffness ratio

(b) Stiffness index

(c) Stiffness indicators

(d) Chemical explosive mode (the x-axis is
semilog with 0 < x < 10−2 as linear)

(e) CSP-based stiffness; tolerances: a = r =
10−3

Figure 4.7: Stiffness metrics versus computational time for each point from the H2 PaSR
data. Computational time was assessed by advancing a homogeneous reactor 1 × 10−4 s.
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(a) Stiffness ratio

(b) Stiffness index

(c) Stiffness indicator

(d) Chemical explosive mode (the x-axis is
semilog with 0 < x < 10−2 as linear)

(e) CSP-based stiffness; CSP tolerances: a =
r = 10−3

Figure 4.8: Stiffness metrics versus computational time for each point from the CH4 PaSR
data. Computational time was assessed by advancing a homogeneous reactor 1 × 10−8 s.
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(a) Stiffness ratio

(b) Stiffness index

(c) Stiffness indicator

(d) Chemical explosive mode (the x-axis is
semilog with 0 < x < 10−2 as linear)

(e) CSP-based stiffness; tolerances: a = r =
10−3

Figure 4.9: Stiffness metrics versus computational time for each point from the CH4 PaSR
data. Computational time was assessed by advancing a homogeneous reactor 1 × 10−4 s.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
In this chapter I discuss the results presented in Chapter 4. I will first discuss important
observations noted in the three test problems. With the conclusions drawn from the test
problems in mind, I will then provide an analysis of the results from the homogeneous
autoignition problems. Lastly, I will discuss the results of my comparison between
computational cost and stiffness metrics in the simulation data, and I will explain why a
simple relationship between these measurements could not be found.

5.1 Test problems
The timing plots of the van der Pol equation, Figures 4.1d and 4.1c, underscore many of
the most important observations I will make regarding stiffness metrics and computational
cost. As the integration with the implicit CVODE solver progresses through the range of
x ≈ [500, 800), the computational time per time-step increases slightly, especially when
the more stringent set of tolerances are used. This result is not consistent with the values
of every stiffness metric (except for the chemical explosive mode), which suggest that the
stiffness decreases as the integration proceeds towards these near discontinuities. Why
would the computational cost of this solver increase as the stiffness decreases?
CVODE is an implicit solver that is A/α-stable because it uses the backwards differentiation formulae. For a system of ODEs with eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix that are
negative and real (i.e., far from the imaginary axis), stability requirements do not limit
each internal time step, as would be the case if an explicit method were used for a stiff
system of ODEs [66]. The size and consequentially the number of internal time steps
required by the integrator is limited by local error estimation. If the local truncation error
is found to be too large, the step is rejected and a new, smaller step size is computed until
the integration is successful [38]. Therefore, the increase in computational cost per time
step of the CVODE solver is due to the accuracy requirements of the solver. My conclusion
that the CVODE solver is limited by accuracy is supported by the fact that the effect is more
pronounced as more stringent integrator tolerances are selected. However, instabilities
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may sometimes arise even when using A-stable methods, as Hansen et al. [67] discuss.
Problems involving large explosive eigenvalues typically require a time-step that must
satisfy ∆t . 1/λ+ , where λ+ is the explosive eigenvalue. This means that the Newton
solver must resolve explosive events. Despite the potential for these instabilities to arise,
in this particular instance it is still likely that accuracy requirements were a limiting
factor for at least a portion of the integration in this region with the stringent tolerances
used. If the integrator was not at least partially limited by accuracy requirements, the
integrator would respond to a change in tolerance values. Furthermore, the plot of the
chemical explosive mode reveals that the explosive mode is not large through this region,
up until the point at which the solution values switch from positive to negative or vice
versa at x ≈ [800, 1600, 2400, . . . ).
In contrast to the plots of timing data using the CVODE solver, the plots of the
semi-implicit EXP4 solver show a decreasing computational cost per global time step as
the solution progresses towards the near-discontinuities in the solution. The minimum
computational time per global time step across the range of integration for the EXP4
solver, as seen in Table 4.2, is approximately the same regardless of integrator tolerance.
These observations suggest that the EXP4 solver is not limited by accuracy requirements
in the regions leading up to the near-discontinuities of the solution. Recalling the fact
that the values of the stiffness metrics indicate a decrease in stiffness as the integration
proceeds through these regions, I conclude that the speed of the EXP4 solver is most
likely limited by the stiffness of the problem. This is supported by the observations in
the work of Hochbruck et al. [60], wherein the Krylov process limited the step size of the
EXP4 solver for a stiff problem. These effects seen in the plots of the EXP4 solver may
also be seen in the plots of the fully explicit RKC integrator. The similar shape of the
timing plots for the RKC integrator, as well as the similar minimum computational time
per global time step regardless of integrator tolerance suggest that this integrator may
be at least somewhat limited by stiffness. See Figures 4.1d and 4.1c and Table 4.2.
The spikes in computational cost at x ≈ [800, 1600, 2400, . . . ) increase in size when
the tolerance is decreased. The values of each stiffness metric in the immediate vicinity of
the spikes indicate that the stiffness rapidly changes from a minimum to a maximum in
this region. In the current set of data, the resolution is too low to compare the timing of
the transition from relatively low stiffness to relatively high stiffness and the timing of the
spikes seen in computational cost. However, the response of the magnitude of the spikes
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in computational cost to the change in integrator tolerance provides evidence that in
these regions where the solution values exhibit rapid changes, accuracy requirements are a
limiting factor for at least part of the integration for every solver that was used, especially
in the case of the more stringent tolerances. Based on the characterization of stiffness
expressed by Shampine [31] and discussed in Chapter 2—an IVP is considered stiff if the
stability requirement is much more restrictive than the accuracy requirement—the van
der Pol equation may not be very stiff at all at these points.
I now move on to the Oregonator equation, as seen in Figure 4.2. My observations
are generally consistent with the discussion and analysis presented for the van der Pol
equation. The first global time step of the CVODE and RadauIIa solvers was substantially
longer than all of the subsequent time-steps when the default tolerances were used. I was
unable to determine the cause of this “startup cost”, however it was not apparent when
the solution repeated at t ≈ 305.
The computational cost spikes when the solution values rapidly change at t ≈ 0 and
t ≈ 305. The magnitude of the spikes is impacted by the integrator tolerance, and so
I once again conclude that they are at least in part due to the accuracy requirements
placed upon the integrator. In the region following these rapid changes in the solution
vector, from t ≈ 3 to t ≈ 80, EXP4 requires much more computational cost when the more
stringent set of integrator tolerances are used. This supports my conclusion that the EXP4
solver is limited by accuracy requirements in this region when more stringent tolerances
are used. The plots of the RKC integration timing appear largely similar from t ≈ 3 to
t ≈ 300, despite the change in integrator tolerance. Because the computational time is
independent of integrator tolerance, I conclude that the RKC solver is likely more limited
by stability requirements than accuracy requirements for this part of the integration.
This conclusion is supported by plots of the stiffness metrics, which show constantly
decreasing stiffness through this region.
Lee et al.’s test problem illustrates several difficulties of the stiffness detection metrics.
Because the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix are coupled, the stiffness ratio remains
a constant value and does not provide any information unique to the local conditions
of the simulation. No chemical explosive modes exist, and therefore this metric does
not provide any useful information when evaluating this test problem. The stiffness
indicator changes only slightly throughout the range of integration, and so it too provides
little insight. Only the CSP-based stiffness value and the stiffness index detect any large
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changes in the stiffness of the problem as the integration progresses, and both of these
metrics display somewhat erratic behavior. Furthermore, as the integration progressed,
most solvers needed less computational time per global time-step, while the stiffness index
and CSP-based stiffness value indicate that the stiffness increases across the range of the
integration. Thus, one of the few conclusions that I have drawn from this test problem
is that accuracy requirements rather than stability requirements limit the computational
speed of each solver.

5.2 Homogeneous Autoignition Cases
I now extend my analysis to homogeneous autoignition cases. For autoignition cases,
the stiffness ratio oscillates rapidly across several orders of magnitude throughout the
entire range of computation, thus only very high level trends may be gathered from this
data. In the homogeneous hydrogen autoigniton case that I investigated, even high-level
trends in the stiffness ratio were difficult to discern. The remaining stiffness metrics give
conflicting information regarding whether or not the stiffness increases or decreases as the
simulation progresses. Regardless of which trend in stiffness is more correct, we can see
that with the default tolerances, each integrator requires nearly the same computational
time per global time-step. It is thus difficult if not impossible to tell whether the step
size is controlled by accuracy or stability requirements; however, the fully explicit RKC
integrator can integrate each global time-step at a speed of a similar order of magnitude as
the other solvers, which may indicate that the problem is not very stiff over the range of
integration. As the integrator tolerance was made to be much more stringent, I observed
entirely different trends, indicating that the accuracy requirements become dominant in
the selection of step size.
In the homogeneous methane autoignition case, I observed that every stiffness metric
with the exception of the CSP-based stiffness value suggest that the stiffness prior to
ignition is slightly greater than the stiffness after ignition. This trend resembles the
timing plots with the more stringent tolerances, where the computational time per timestep prior to ignition is greater than the computational time after ignition. However, by
comparing the timing plots obtained using both sets of integrator tolerances, I concluded
that accuracy requirements impact the computational expense when the more stringent
tolerances are used. With the default tolerances, the computational time per global
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time-step is nearly the same before and after ignition for each integrator. The values of
each of the stiffness metrics—with the exception of the chemical explosive mode—do not
change dramatically over the range of integration. Because of this, I do not have enough
information to conclusively determine if stability or accuracy requirements control the size
of the time-step of the integrator when the default tolerances are used. One observation
that may be made is that the RKC integrator fails after two time steps when the default
tolerances were selected, and thus it is is apparent that the system of equations is stiff
at t = 0.

5.3 Autoignition Using PaSR Data
I now seek to draw a correlation between computational cost and stiffness metrics for
chemical kinetics integration. Unfortunately, a look at Figures 4.6 through 4.9 reveals
that a simple correlation does not exist, regardless of the choice of global step sizes. If it
were possible to implement a simple switching algorithm based on the stiffness metrics, I
would be able to draw a vertical line at a stiffness metric value where one method would
always be fastest on one side of the line and a different method would always be fastest on
the other side. I was unable to find a stiffness metric value that this line could be drawn.
In general, selecting the CVODE solver was the easiest means of ensuring computational
time was minimized, especially when a global time step of 1 × 10−4 is used. Even if a small
speedup could be realized by implementing a switching algorithm based on the stiffness
metrics, the speedup would likely be negated entirely by the added cost of performing
eigendecomposition of the Jacobian matrix of every particle prior to integration in order
to calculate the stiffness metrics. Plots of the global step sizes between 1 × 10−8 and
1 × 10−4 were generated, and no correlations could be found in this data either. While
some shapes begin to take form in the plots—a linear trend exists in the integration time
of the RKC integrator for stiffness indicator values less than approximately −1 × 109 as
seen in Figure 4.9c—the vast majority of data is too uncorrelated to draw meaningful
relationships. I observed that for all cases investigated, the stiffness ratio in particular
poorly predicts the computational cost. In short, the stiffness metrics alone prove to be
insufficient in predicting the computational cost of integrating any global time step when
absolute and relative tolerances of 1 × 10−17 and 1 × 10−13 , respectively, were used.
Recalling the discussion and analysis provided for the test problems and the homo-
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geneous autoignition simulations, one possible reason for the lack of correlation between
the stiffness metrics and computational cost is the fact that the stiffness metrics are only
useful in assessing the restriction on the step size due to stability requirements. The
step size may be further limited by accuracy requirements, especially in regions where
the thermochemical composition vector is rapidly changing. This is evidenced by Figures 4.8d, and 4.9d as the computational cost increases and the plots of all solvers take
similar shape as the chemical explosive mode is increased above 2 × 104 , corresponding to
regions in which fast reactions are occurring. As such, I have only obtained a portion of
the information needed to perform an accurate prediction of the computational expense
at the start of the integration at each global time step. Even if a metric such as the
IA–stiffness index of Shampine [30] were to be used instead (see Eq. (3.2)), I would only
have a comparison between the step size needed for accuracy and the step size needed
for stability, but not an actual estimate of computational expense. Thus, to predict
computational cost at each time step of a chemical kinetic simulation, a different set of
metrics must be selected.
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Chapter 6: Summary and Conclusions
6.1 Summary
In this thesis, I have compared five stiffness metrics using three test problems and two
chemical kinetic models. I then compared the metrics against the computational cost
across the range of integration using five integration algorithms that each used two sets of
tolerance values. I have also extended this analysis to hundreds of thousands of different
initial conditions from partially stirred reactor simulations, and evaluated how global step
size affects the results. In total, it is possible to make hundreds of different comparisons
between stiffness metrics and computational cost using the data generated in this work.
It was shown in the analysis of the test problems that the computational expense
may be driven by stability requirements or by accuracy requirements of the selected
integrator, and that either set of requirements may become dominant throughout the
range of integration. When stability requirements are limiting the speed of an integrator,
the computational time per global step follows a similar trend as many of the stiffness
metrics. When accuracy requirements are the limiting factor, the stiffness metrics can
not be correlated to the computational cost. Accuracy requirements have a noticeably
greater effect in regions of the integration in which the solution values exhibits rapid
changes.
As I extended the analysis to homogeneous autoignition simulations, the use of a
much more stringent set of integrator tolerances notably impacts the computational cost
throughout the range of integration. This provided evidence that the computational
speed is more limited by accuracy requirements than stability requirements when these
tolerances are used. As the integration progresses through the region of fast reactions
where ignition takes place, most stiffness metrics suggest that there is not any significant
increase in stiffness. In many cases the stiffness metrics suggest that the stiffness would
actually decrease in the fast reaction zone. This provided evidence that accuracy requirements are dominant as the solvers need to fully resolve the large changes in temperature
and mass fractions of each species. I do not mean to suggest that the system of ODEs is
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not stiff or that stiffness is not a factor when using explicit methods in autoignition cases;
however, my analysis highlights the importance of considering accuracy requirements
when trying to predict computational cost.
I then directly compared stiffness metrics with computational time at each point in
partially stirred reactor simulations. While some trends occasionally became apparent in
the data—such as the values of the stiffness indicator against computational time of the
RKC solver when computing methane autoignition over a global time step of 1 × 10−4 s—
the stiffness metrics are largely uncorrelated to computational time. I hypothesized that
one reason for the lack of correlation is that the stiffness metrics investigated do not
account for accuracy requirements. My hypothesis is based on the fact that accuracy
requirements were shown to have a large impact on the computational time per the
analysis of the test problems and the homogeneous autoignition cases.

6.2 Conclusions
The following conclusions have been reached:
• The five stiffness metrics investigated do not always suggest the same trends in
stiffness as an integration proceeds throughout the range of a simulation. Stiffness
metrics have notable drawbacks when investigating certain systems of ODEs, such
as Lee’s et al.’s test problem [45].
• The stiffness metrics do not alone provide enough information to predict the computational cost of each time step in a chemical kinetics simulation.
• In addition to stability requirements, the accuracy requirements of each integrator
may have an impact on the computational cost of progressing each time step of a
simulation. Either the accuracy or the stability requirements may become dominant
for a given solver throughout the range of integration. Adjusting the tolerance of the
solver is one method that may be used to determine where accuracy requirements
have an impact.
• Accuracy requirements—rather than stability requirements—may be particularly
dominant when the solution vector changes rapidly, as is the case in the fast reaction
zone of chemical kinetic simulations.
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6.3 Future Work
Although in the present work I was unsuccessful in using stiffness detection metrics to
predict the computational cost of chemical kinetics integrators, there are several directions
to consider regarding future work:
• A more robust strategy for estimating the computational work should be employed.
In addition to considering the limitations that stiffness may present for a given
method, this strategy should consider the accuracy requirements of the solver,
particularly as the solution vector rapidly changes.
• More explicit and/or explicit-like solvers should be employed to better characterize
the effects of stiffness. In particular, higher-order explicit methods with greater accuracy characteristics—even at the cost of a smaller stability region than RKC—may
exhibit superior performance in regions of a simulation where accuracy requirements
are more restrictive than stability requirements.
• Automatic switching algorithms such as LSODA [34] should be employed to determine if they may achieve a speedup in the same scenarios as those I analyzed.
Because these algorithms evaluate stiffness at every “internal” time step of the integrator and not necessarily at every global time step, they may be used in conjunction
with the approach I have taken in this work.
• Larger mechanisms should be used to determine if stability requirements are a more
dominant limiting factor than accuracy requirements as the number of species and
reactions increases. This analysis may also provide a better comparison of implicit
and explicit methods because the computational cost scales worse with implicit
methods than with explicit methods as the number of species increases.
• My current analysis may be applied to a 2D or 3D simulation to determine if a
switching algorithm would work better by detecting non-stiff regions where few
reactions take place.
• The stiffness detection metrics or similar techniques may have a better use in
selecting data points to be sent to a GPU for integration instead of a CPU in order
to reduce thread divergence, particularly if efficient explicit methods are used.
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• In this work, the CVODE solver often performed better than the other solvers investigated. This solver has been subjected to a significantly higher degree of development
and optimization than the other solvers, therefore it is possible that one reason for
the comparatively better performance is due to a superior software implementation.
Other solvers, such as those that are part of the accelerInt package [57], are
in need of a greater level of development to ensure a similarly efficient software
implementation.
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